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Le Maitre have been creating and manufacturing 
pyrotechnics, smoke machines and special effects for 
over thirty years. Through dedication to design and 
innovation, they have become leaders in the field. 

PyroFlash is a simple “plug-in and play” cartridge system for semi-
pro users. Ideal for venues such as theatres and discos. PyroFlash 
cartridges need the use of a Flash Pod.

Pro Stage Two Way & Pro Stage Six Way Both are 
battery-operated discharge controllers. Each channel can be fired 
individually with 50 metres of cable and up to 16 effects wired in 
series, or all channels can be fired at once with up to eight effects on 
each channel. Flash Pods are sold separately   . 
4 Key switch for safety
4 Features Bulgin connections for use with Flash Pods [PyroFlash  
 cartridges] and turret connections for use with wired effects  
 [ProStage11 consumables]
4 Test facility available when the unit is armed and unarmed 
SPECIFICATION: Both units use two 9 V batteries [page 335] or a mains 18 V power supply can 
be purchased. Dims: Two Way 180 x 170 x 70 mm. Six Way 303 x 190 x 68 mm. 

Pro Stage Detonators     weight  code    price
Two Way Controller  1.5 kg  SFXLM1111   £195.00
Six Way Controller   2.5 kg  SFXLM1112   £249.00
Mains to 18 V power supply     SFXLM1114   £25.00

Flash Pods For use with all Le Maitre firing 
systems and standard PyroFlash cartridge effects. 

4 Supplied with both Bulgin and quick connectors
4 Supplied with 2 Bulgin plugs
4 Also available in stainless steel

Le Maitre Flash Pods         code    price
Flash Pod          SFXLM1102   £64.00
Variable Angle Flash Pod*      SFXLM1103   £76.00
Fixing Clamp for above*     SFXLM1110   £6.00
* Required for Large Glitter Cartridge [see next page]

Bell Wire We stock this cable mainly for 
use with these pyrotechnic detonators. It is a 
twin core 0.5 mm Ø flexible copper wire with 
a 3.2 mm Ø thick PVC sheath. Supplied on a 
100 m drum.

Bell Wire           code   100 m drum
           TOL218X    £11.25

Theatrical Flashes Produces a brilliant 
white flash followed by a pure white mushroom 
cloud of smoke that rises upwards. In small, 
medium and large. Also available in red, green, 
amber, and large-sized loud and extra-loud 
report. Fallout — none. 
SPECIFICATION: Plugs straight into the standard Le Maitre pod. 
Effect dims: [HxW] Small 0.9 x 0.9 m, Medium 1.2 x 1.2 m, Large 1.5 
x 1.5 m. Suitable for indoor use.

Le Maitre Theatrical Flashes      code    per 12
White Theatrical Flash [small]  SFXLM1200AB   £47.00
White Theatrical Flash [medium] SFXLM1200BB   £47.00
White Theatrical Flash [large]  SFXLM1200BBB   £47.00
Theatrical Flash Loud Report  SFXLM1200CB   £48.00
Theatrical Flash Extra Loud Report SFXLM1200XLB   £47.00
Red Theatrical Flash [medium]  SFXLM1200RB   £50.00
Green Theatrical Flash [medium] SFXLM1200GB   £48.00
Amber Theatrical Flash [medium] SFXLM1200YB   £50.00

Silver and Coloured Stars Silverstar is 
similar to the Theatrical Flash but combines 
sparkling silver stars with the flash. The stars are 
projected in all directions up to 2.5 m. In small, 
medium and large. Also available with coloured 
smoke and silver stars, and a more subtle Golden 
Star version with less “flash” but thousands of tiny 
golden stars. Fallout — some hot. 

SPECIFICATION: Plugs straight into the standard Le Maitre pod. Effect dims [H x W]: Small 2 x 
0.9 m, Medium 3 x 2.4 m, Large 4 x 3.7 m. Suitable for indoor use.

Le Maitre Silver and Coloured Stars    code    per 12
Silverstar [small]      SFXLM1201AB   £46.00
Silverstar [medium]     SFXLM1201BB   £48.00
Silverstar [large]      SFXLM1201BBB   £50.00
Red Star [medium]     SFXLM1201RB   £54.00
Green Star [medium]     SFXLM1201GB   £54.00
Amber Star [medium]     SFXLM1201YB   £54.00
Golden Star [3 x 1.2 m]     SFXLM1202B   £78.00

Coloured Smoke A small crack is 
followed by a plume of coloured smoke. 
Please note that the smoke contains dye 
so care must be taken when positioning 
near scenery, drapes etc. Fallout — none. 
SPECIFICATION: Plugs straight into the standard Le 

Maitre pod. Medium/duration: 7 secs. Large/duration: 25 – 30 secs. Suitable for indoor use. 
For longer lasting smoke see Smoke Grenades page 100.

NOTE We are no longer able to sell these effects singularly, so they 
can only be purchased by the box [of 12], and will be sent direct from 
the supplier. 

Coloured Smoke  code   per 12  code     per 12
Colour medium       large      
Red  SFXLM1209B  £120.00  SFXLM1214B    £138.00
Blue  SFXLM1210B  £120.00  SFXLM1215B    £138.00
Green SFXLM1211B  £120.00  SFXLM1216B    £138.00
Yellow SFXLM1212B  £120.00  SFXLM1217B    £138.00
White SFXLM1213WB £120.00  SFXLM1218WB    £138.00
Violet SFXLM1213CB £120.00  SFXLM1218CB    £138.00

PYROFLASH DETONATING SYSTEM



PYROFLASH CONSUMABLES [PLUG-INS]













Delivery
Our Le Maitre range offers excellent value. The use of pyrotechnics, 
indoors or outdoors, is at the sole discretion of the operator who will 
have taken full note of the prevailing situation. Operators are warned 
that pyrotechnic devices can vary in performance and this must be borne 
in mind when siting devices. Pyrotechnics are subject to certain carriage 
restrictions. The UK mainland pyrotechnic delivery charge is generally our 
standard delivery charge plus £10.00.
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Mini Gerbs A plume of sparks 
available in various colours, durations 
and heights.

SPECIFICATION: Plugs straight into the standard Le 
Maitre Flash Pod. Suitable for indoor use.

Le Maitre Mini Gerbs         code    per 12
Colour   duration x height
Silver   3 sec 3.7 m  SFXLM1231C   £92.00
Silver   3 sec 1.8 m  SFXLM1231D   £92.00
Silver   6 sec 3.7 m  SFXLM1231   £99.00
Silver   12 sec 3.7 m  SFXLM1231L   £99.00

Large Glitter Cartridge A 
bang followed by a cascade of coloured 
glitter which reaches a height of 4.5 – 6 
m.

 SPECIFICATION: Plugs into the variable angle Le Maitre 
Flash Pod and must be secured with the Fixing Clamp 
[previous page]. Noise: dB at 5 m 101 dB. Suitable 
for indoor use.

Le Maitre Large Glitter Cartridge     code    price
Gold         SFXLM1230   £22.00
Silver         SFXLM1230A   £22.00
Green         SFXLM1230B   £22.00
Blue          SFXLM1230C   £22.00
Red          SFXLM1230D   £22.00
Multi         SFXLM1230E   £22.00

ProStage II consumables are professional pyrotechnics which do not 
plug into PyroFlash Flash Pods but have trailing wires for connecting 
to pyro circuits. They must be used with Le Maitre firing systems.

Stage Gerbs Plumes of silver 
sparks creating a glittering effect. 
SPECIFICATION: Bare wires for connection to pyro 
circuit. Needs 18 mm Ø holder. Igniters fitted.

Ice Gerbs The Ice Gerb gives a 
dazzling spray of silver sparks with a 
bright white flame. SPECIFICATION: Bare wires 
for connection to pyro circuit. Needs holder 38 mm Ø 
holder. Igniters fitted.

Le Maitre Stage & Ice Gerb      code  price per 10
Colour   duration x height  
Silver   1/4 sec 1.8 m  SFXLMPP021  — £50.00
Silver   1 sec 4.5 m  SFXLMPP058  — £54.00
Ice Gerb   8 sec 2.4 m  SFXLMPP652  — £78.00
Ø 18 mm 90° Holder     SFXLMPP105 £28.00      —
Ø 38 mm 90° Holder     SFXLMPP118 £33.00      —

Flame Paste [Angel Fire] A flammable paste 
that can be applied to a suitable surface. It burns 
with an even orange flame and a small amount 
of paste burns for a surprisingly long time. The 
paste is virtually invisible when applied. The 
paste can be used anywhere a small controllable 
flame is needed. This paste can be used on 
stage to simulate a camp fire without the use 

of flammable liquids or gas. Flame Paste is best extinguished by 
smothering the container and starving the paste of oxygen. The flame 
can also be extinguished by blowing the flame out. 

SPECIFICATION: 200 ml of paste in a round container 75 mm diameter, burns for approx 7 
mins and 30 sec.

Flame Paste  size     code    price
     1 L     SFXLMFL11   £38.00
     2.5 L tub   SFXLMFL1   £74.00

Single Electronic Flash Gun Easily 
concealed in the hand yet it creates a dramatic 
effect on a large stage when it shoots a brilliant 
ball of fire 3 – 4 metres in the air. It requires one 

AA battery [page 335] and a small piece of Flash Paper and Flash 
Cotton for each firing.

Single Electronic Flash Gun      code    price
           SFXMG01    £48.00

Flint Flasher This unfortunately named 
mechanical flash gun uses a small piece of Flash 
Cotton to create the effect.

Flint Flasher           code    price
           SFXMG04   £26.00

Electronic Flash Wand 
A magician’s wand that fires a brilliant 

ball of fire 3 – 4 metres into the air. It requires two AA batteries [page 
335], Flash Cotton and Flash Paper.

Flash Wand           code    price
           SFXMG11    £66.00

Flash Cotton & Flash Paper 
Flash Cotton burns much quicker than 
Flash Paper. Flash Cotton creates an 
instantaneous flash of fire. One of Flash 

Cotton pack contains enough for at least 10 firings. Flash Paper burns 
quickly with a bright orange flame and leaves no ash. Each pack of 
Flash Paper contains 4 sheets 8” x 9”. Dry out for 24 hours before use.

Flash Cotton and Paper        code    price
Flash Cotton         SFXFP11    £10.00
Flash Paper         SFXFP01    £10.00

Pyrotechnics Tape Non-adhesive barrier 
tape with “PYROTECHNICS IN USE DO NOT CROSS” 
plus logos for No Smoking and No Mobiles. Red 
and black on white.

Pyrotechnics Tape [250 m] width    code    price
      75 mm   TAP103    £23.85







HANDHELD PYROTECHNICS

PROSTAGE II CONSUMABLES



PYROTECHNICS TAPE



FLAME PASTE


